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Who repeatedly told us Wells Fargo was acting in our favor?

Bruce.

Who repeatedly said Trump was a smart and great choice for president? 

Bruce.

Who repeatedly sold us Boomer Boost for hours upon hours just for his own personal 
financial gain?

Bruce.

Be wary of wolves in sheep clothing currency holders, you are all being played for 
Bruce's gain, as he offers nothing of substance moving forward to this community.

Just like Wells Fargo, and just like Trump.  



Bruce is not a veteran, yet he speaks of helping Veterans post RV.  Has even helped 
one veteran to date?   

What's he doing today to help veterans?  This week?  Since he's been in the air for five 
years?

Nothing is what.  So why does anyone believe in him?  

Bruce talks a great game.  He speaks of helping "this community" with future 
infrastructure projects but only after a month of vacation and post RV?  

Why not today?  Maybe he could spend some of his Boomer Boost commissions on 
veterans?  Us?

He has money from his Boomer Boost sales which are in the tens of thousands.  After 
all it's $175 to get started on a subscription package with Bob.  Yes subscription 
package and it's clear by Bruce's own words on private conversations he's getting a cut 
of that action.  

Yet Bruce righteously boasts about not charging "the community?"

Liar, liar Bruce.  You do so in other ways and just don't tell them.  Shame on you.

So what is Bruce really telling us?  Do as I say not as I do?  Or something worse, follow 
me blindly and maybe I'll throw my minions a Bruce bone after the RV when my skin is 
tanned and belly full?

Seriously, what has Bruce or RayRen for matter ever done to help this community move 
forward in your humanitarian long-term but offer empty words?  

Absolutely nothing.   

Bruce's intel procurement is for his gain alive post RV and short pre RV via the sales of 
Boomer Boost products.

Facts are facts folks.   And just as trump is getting impeached this coming week, we 
should impeach Bruce and RayRen for treason against this community.

It's time to put an end to whole The Big Call and TNT benevolence lie and boycott their 
shows.

Both are earning incomes off of your hard work and offering you words in return?  

You're paying for their hot air.



Did you know Tony and RayRen were clearing $30,000 a week at the height of their 3x 
a week from people sending them monthly funds to keep the lights on?

It costs $200 max a month to operate those group calls. You do the math.  

No wonder they did them without offering anything of value but the promise of Vegas, 
Vegas, Vegas.

This community needs to start dealing with reality because the RV is getting closer, and 
people in need don't need or want Internet celebrities.  

They need and want mercy at the street, person to person level.

They need and want Human Angels to provide their families and communities with 
steady resources, in an unconditional and abundant fashion, as to bring all tiers and 
colors of society back to some homeostatic equilibrium.

Dinarland is dead folks.  Which means false idols like Bruce, Tony and RayRen are but 
ancient relics of a time that has long since passed.  

It's time this community moved away consciously from the "any second now" mentality 
they promote as their hopium filled balloons fall limp to the ground without any truthful 
air to re-inflate them.

It's time now for us as a community of humanitarians to act like humanitarians, not Intel 
beggars, and speak up against carpetbaggers who deceive us weekly and  boycott their 
shows and pass on their for-profit product pitches.

Enough!

Bruce at The Big Call is just like Wells Fargo, a fraud, one notch above Tony and 
RayRen of TNT infamy perhaps, but cut from the same cloth and offers this or any 
community no lasting or sustainable value.

In my book that's the definition of fraud.

IMHO they are but common opportunists and carpetbaggers versus organic and 
dynamic new era humanitarians.  

And no one here needs their pseudo celebrity musings anymore to bless us weekly with 
more of their inaccurate and ego filled wisdoms.

It's time we broke free.  

It's time now formally to leave Dinarland, Dongville and Zimlandia and start engaging in 
the real world again.



Because what we need is actual liquid funds financing our greater good humanitarian 
projects so we can help others in need.  

Not another Boomer Boost special or endless Iraq flag waving with a side of gazette 
rate posting update.  

So I'm calling out these charlatans for exactly who and what they really are, charismatic 
preachers praying on the naive nature of innocent souls for personal gain. 

From  my perch they are nothing more than crafty liars who offer no creative thinking, 
no resources and no future.  Sobeit. 

God is with us


